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F16 ESCORT MILE-HIGH THREESOME
Driving to work in rush hour, over the airwaves came a hilarious story that illustrates just how paranoid
the government has succeeded in making the American people. Twelve guys and a camel have truly
stripped us of all our rights as well as reason and what is filling the void is pure insanity. America
reminds me of East Germany before the Berlin Wall came crashing down. I went there with a friend who
had been born there but became American with most of his family trapped behind the Wall. You could
not use any public transportation or travel without that famous phrase – Papers Please!
A flight from California to Detroit apparently had a threesome decide they would join that famous flight
club known among travelers as the Mile High Club. In my extensive air travels it was not uncommon to
encounter a couple who wanted a memory to cherish. A threesome I have never encountered. Perhaps
they were going for the gold card status.
Nevertheless, such things are not that rare to the point if a couple goes into the bathroom together you
should assume they are terrorists. But this is what took place and you would think that some rational
mind would have at least knocked on the door and said – Are you OK?
Apparently the new thing to do is call the Air Force just in case they decide that they should shoot the
plane down and then pass the hat how the noble passengers gave their lives for their country. So they
scrambled TWO F16s and escorted the plane to Detroit. Naturally, the FBI now hauled the threesome off
for interrogations, so they too will have a detailed description in their mind to also cherish. Oh well.
What’s another few million dollars to escort a plane when we have trillion dollar deficits! It no doubt
helped to occupy hundreds of government employees who would have otherwise had a boring day.
That’s it. It must be the new jobs Act! Good on ya! Brilliant use of unskilled labor!

